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37 Cube semi-recessed 8W - 3000K -

14°

Carlotta de Bevilacqua

Paola di Arianello

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: M028504

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20

LUMINAIRE

Power Supply: electronic power supply included—

Watt: 8W—

Voltage: 230-240V—

Delivered lumens output: 483lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 92%—

Efficacy: 60.37lm/W—

CRI: 80—

Notes

LED 6W (4x1,5W) 3000K  2x7°  non dimmable CRI > 80

37 Cube is a Led spotlight with extremely small dimensions

(37x37x37mm) featuring a perfect balance between size and

luminous flux: the device is visually out of the way, whilst all

the attention is aimed at the lighting effects in the room. The

body in extruded aluminium is completed by a translucent

shell that receives the interchangeable lenses (2x7° / 2x10° /

2x16°) and provides a diffused lighting effect. The

minimalistic volumes breathe light into a new quality, from

both the architectural and technical lighting standpoint as

well as in terms of sustainability and savings. Adjustable by

358° along the vertical axis and by 90° along the horizontal

axis, they provide accurate and effective accent lighting with

only 7 Watts of used power. The extremely  compact size of

37 Cube allows it to be installed semi-recessed into the

ceiling, and together with the Algoritmo product line, as it can

be completely housed inside the modules. Materials: body in

extruded aluminium, screen / lens holder in satin-finish

polycarbonate. Complies with EN62471, EN60598 and other

specific standards.

Article Code: M028504—

Colour: Bright polished aluminium—

Installation: Ceiling—

Material: Extruded Aluminium, Translucent

polycarbonate

—

Series: Architectural Indoor—

Area contract: Hospitality, Retail, Culture,

Residential

—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua, Paola di

Arianello

—

Length: cm 3.7—

Width: cm 3.7—

Height: cm 7.9—

Cutout diameter: cm 3—

Inclination: cm 90—

Rotation: 360°—

Cutout shape: Rounded—

Weight: kg 0.2—

Impact Resistance: 650°—
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Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 7W—

Delivered lumens output: 528lm—

Color Rendering: >80—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

CRI: =80 (typ.)—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 4SDCM—

Efficacy: 75lm/W—

Service Life: L70(6K) > 50000h—
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